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BIO SHORT

Writer-Producer Burt Kempner has worked professionally in New York, Philadelphia,

Washington, D.C., and Florida. His work has won numerous major awards, and has

been seen by groups ranging in size from a national television audience in the United

States to a half-dozen Maori chieftains in New Zealand. Spurred by his love for young

people, he started writing children's books in 2015.

 

 



BIO LONG

I was born in Brooklyn, New York and moved to Philadelphia when I was four years

old. I was not consulted in the matter. I knew from childhood that I wanted to be a

writer. I love playing with words, coming up with new combinations and puzzles.

 

My first job was as a news reporter at a rock and roll radio station. I then learned

television production and expanded into films. For 45 years I was a scriptwriter

and sometimes producer. I specialized in documentary, environmental and non-

profit programming, and my work appeared on PBS, Discovery, History, CNBC,

European and Asian TV. I also co-wrote two produced feature films and four short

films.

 

In 2014, I suddenly got the urge to write children’s books. I had composed quite a

few for my son when he was small, and he delighted in them. My first published

book was

 

Larry the Lazy Blue Whale, followed by

Monty the Movie Star Moose,

The Five Fierce Tigers of Rosa Martinez,

Maisha the Educated Elephant: A School of Animal Magic Adventure – Book 1,

Dolphins in Distress: A School of Animal Magic Adventure – Book 2, and

The Salmon Who Wanted to Run: A School of Animal Adventure – Book 3.

 



BOOKS

Not all whales are created equal. Some are

lazy. And then there’s Larry, the laziest blue

whale who ever lived. Unfortunately, he

forgot to hang his “Do Not Disturb” sign

before he started his nap, and whale

dreams are sometimes meant to be

interrupted. He may be enjoying his dream

state for now, but the ocean is a big open

house for unannounced visitors. You never

know who you will bump into!

LARRY THE LAZY BLUE WHALE

MONTY THE MOVIE STAR MOOSE

The Great North Woods is home to many

special animals, but the King of Special is

Monty the Moose himself … at least

according to Monty! After all, he does sport a

most magnificent golden whisker on his

chin. Surely he is movie star material and

worthy of special treatment! However, the

“Woods” are modest and simple, and those

who live there let what matters matter. Not

so for Monty! He travels over the rivers and

through the woods to Hollywood to seek his

well-deserved fame and fortune. Find it he

does . . . but it’s not what he expected at all

THE FIVE FIERCE TIGERS OF ROSA

MARTINEZ

Rosa Martinez is seriously ill. She has the

loving support of her mother and

grandfather and a doctor who takes good

care of her. But she also has a secret

weapon. Rosa can summon five tigers to

come to her aid when she’s ailing or in big

trouble. Her disease may think it has the

upper hand for now, but wait until it

encounters Gautama, Arik, Vashti, Selena

and Quan–the five fierce tigers of Rosa

Martinez. Young readers will delight in their

daring adventures and who knows: they

may even be able to call forth guardian

animals of their own when they need them.



THE SCHOOL OF ANIMAL

MAGIC ADVENTURES

MAISHA THE EDUCATED ELEPHANT

Young Maisha is the pride of her elephant herd. They sent her off to study about the outside

world at the prestigious School of Animal Magic. She returns bearing an urgent warning. If

only she can remember what it is! As she struggles to recall what she learned time may be

running out for the herd — and all elephants. Maisha the Educated Elephant combines a

charming story with a compelling message about animal survival.

DOLPHINS IN DISTRESS

Why are dolphins and whales beaching themselves around the world? The School of Animal

Magic action team — Maisha the elephant, Jonas the cattle egret and Maliki, a white lion from

the stars — is sent out to find answers and nothing, not even a sea monster or the man with

the world’s largest ears, will get in their way. A rollicking adventure that also addresses a

little-known danger to marine mammals.

THE SALMON WHO WANTED TO RUN

It’s one of Nature’s most inspiring sights: Each year thousands and thousands of salmon make

an incredible journey from the ocean to the rivers where they were born to spawn. It’s called

a run, but why are so many of the fish dropping out of the race? What’s holding them back?

The School of Animal Magic action team – Maisha the elephant, Jonas the cattle egret and

Maliki, a white lion from the stars – is sent out to investigate. Will they arrive on time to save

the salmon?



COMING SOON!

SCHOOL OF ANIMAL MAGIC - BOOK 4

THE PURPLE WAVE

With his mysterious ability to work magic on

Earth, Maliki the star-born white lion, is an

invaluable member of the School of Animal

Magic action team. When he learns that his

home planet is in great peril, he secretly

teleports his fellow team members – Maisha

the elephant and Jonas the cattle egret –

there and tells them about a fearsome

Purple Wave that could destroy his world’s

civilization. The problem is that Mailiki

possesses no magical powers on his own

planet – but Maisha and Jonas do! Will they

master their new skills in time to defeat the

Purple Wave and spare the planet’s

inhabitants from total disaster? This is 

the wildest mission the School of Animal

Magic team has ever undertaken.

PUBLICATION PLANNED FOR SPRING 2020



SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What made you want to switch from screenwriting to children's books?

 

2. How were your early books received by publishers?

 

3. Your book The Five Fierce Tigers of Rosa Martinez concerns a sick girl,

yet it was based on your own experience. What happened to you?

 

4. In your School of Animal Magic Adventures series, how do you take a

very serious topic -- endangered species -- and still make it entertaining

and hopeful for children?

 

5. Is there a consistent theme that runs through your books?

 

6. What role does an author have to play in troubled times?

 

7. What's next for you?

 

 



I appreciate requests for photographs for press use. Email and let me

know where you post your article so I can link to it.

 

-Thank you.
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INTERVIEWS
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CONNECT WITH BURT KEMPNER

 

Email: burtkempner@gmail.com

Phone: 941-321-7822

Website: www.burtkempner.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/burt.kempner

Instagram: www.instagram.com/burtjkempner

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/burt-kempner-9867581/
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